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Introduction  

This 2020-2024 Corporate Plan has been prepared under section 95(1) 
of the Public Governance Performance and Accountability Act 2013 
(PGPA Act) and covers the period 1 July 2019 – 30 June 2023. 

ASPI’s Corporate Plan 2020-2024 summarises the institute’s strategy 
and objectives and includes an analysis of future business 
opportunities, corporate performance, requirements and risks. 

 

About ASPI 
ASPI is an independent, non-partisan think tank focused on national strategic, defence and security 
issues. It was established by the Australian Government in 2001 to provide an alternative and 
contestable source of policy advice, operating independently and with a focus on policy-relevant 
research. 

Since its inception, the institute has developed into one of the leading independent policy research 
bodies in Australia. ASPI is unique in the scope of its research, capacity, expertise and ability to 
independently engage across official and public domains. The institute is recognised nationally and 
internationally for its significant contributions to policy debates. 

ASPI is a company limited by guarantee wholly owned by the Australian Government and governed 
by the ASPI Council, which is responsible for setting the strategic direction for the institute. ASPI 
Council members are appointed by the Minister for Defence and include a nominee of the Leader of 
the Opposition to reinforce the non-partisan nature of ASPI’s work. 

Purpose 

ASPI’s objective is to function as a strategic policy research centre, independent of government, 
providing policy-relevant research and analysis to better inform government decisions and public 
understanding of strategic and defence issues. 

It has four specific purposes: 

 conducting and publishing research on issues related to Australia’s strategic and defence policy 
choices 

 preparing policy inputs on strategic and defence issues to government, as requested by 
government, subject to funding 

 conducting a program of activities to increase understanding of strategic and defence policy 
issues among Australians, and to encourage the development of expertise in topics relevant to 
Australia’s strategic and defence policy choices 

 promoting international understanding of Australia’s strategic and defence policy perspectives. 
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Strategic aim 

ASPI’s strategic aim is to build upon our recognition as Australia’s number one strategic defence, 
national security and policy research institute. To achieve this, a series of measures during the year 
preceding this plan has prepared ASPI to: 

 maintain our excellence for delivering world-class, independent, innovative and relevant 
security policy analysis of defence and strategic policy issues 

 strengthen our capacity to communicate our work to a wide range of audiences 

 provide leadership and ideas to key groups with interests in our work 

 grow ASPI’s capacity with additional funding, people and activities 

 be an employer of choice for smart and ambitious strategic policy professionals 
 

ASPI aims, through its website, publications, online commentary, events and media activities to be 
innovative, accurate and well-informed and to broaden public knowledge about the critical strategic 
choices our country will face over the coming years. The institutes work will help to foster strategic 
expertise in Australia through dialogue, research and its contribution to public debate. 

ASPI strives to provide a strong focus and constructive commentary on the practical choices and 
issues which confront Australia’s strategic policy decisions.  

This is reflected in ASPI’s core values of: 

 Collegiality, originality and innovation, quality and excellence and independence.  
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Governance framework 

The ASPI Council and its subcommittees are responsible for ensuring that a range of policies and 
tools are developed, implemented and regularly reviewed so that the institute is soundly governed. 
ASPI’s approach to managing risk draws on a range of legislation, policies and guidance on risk 
management. The governance structure is shown below. 

 

Staffing 

ASPI proudly promotes a workplace that actively seeks to include, welcome and values unique 
contributions of all people. ASPI is an inclusive workplace and we believe that diversity and 
inclusiveness enhance our initiatives, content, accessibility and strengthens our research and 
analysis.  

 

ASPI objectives 
(as per the Corporate Plan) 

Defence Minister 

ASPI Council  
(Council members are appointed by the Minister for Defence, who also appoints of the Chair) 

Sets the strategic direction for ASPI 

Legislative and policy framework 
(PGPA Act 2013) 

Executive management 
Manage the day-to-day affairs of ASPI under the 

direction of the Executive Director 

Council subcommittees 
Independent and objective review, advice and 
assistance (Audit Committee and Research 

Committee) 

Council policies Plans / strategies General policies Procedures 

ASPI internal governance documents 
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ASPI employs around 74 full-time, part-time and casual staff, including a substantial number of 
people with PhDs, other postgraduate qualifications and individuals with extensive senior 
experience in policy analysis in Australia and overseas. 

In addition, ASPI has appointed several Visiting Fellows—individuals with distinguished careers who 
produce a range of written analyses, contribute to ASPI program areas and provide mentoring for 
staff. 

ASPI will continue to host international Visiting Fellows and encourage staff to undertake overseas 
fellowships. 

Our Corporate Services team provides support for ASPI operations in the areas of governance, 
finance, human resources, events, communications and training, underpinned by information and 
communication technologies. 

Transparency 
ASPI is proactive in its disclosure of funding. ASPI created a webpage in 2019 to explain its 
registration on the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme (FITS) which complements ASPI’s existing 
disclosure and reporting methods. As with all ASPI’s work, ASPI retains independent control over the 
content and direction of all foreign funded or sponsored work. This is made clear in the agreements 
with each foreign principal. 
 
Funding from the State Department, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) the Government 
of Japan, NATO and Government of Netherlands have been listed on FITS: 
https://www.aspi.org.au/foreign-influence-transparency-scheme. 
  
 

https://www.aspi.org.au/foreign-influence-transparency-scheme
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Sources of ASPI-wide funding is detailed here: https://www.aspi.org.au/about-aspi/funding. This 
document is updated biannually by ASPI’s Finance Manager.  
 
Government funding, through our funding agreement with the Department of Defence, remains the 
key enabler of ASPI’s operations and accounts for almost 39% of ASPI’s total income. A five-year 
funding agreement with Department of Defence commenced in FY2018-19 and will end FY2022-23. 
This funding covers much of our operating costs and those elements of the research program (on 
specific mutually agreed projects) and events program that are defined in the funding agreement. 

In addition, ASPI is committed to securing a financial foundation for growth by seeking new 
partnerships and long-term sponsorship funding to develop independent policy-relevant research 
across a broader range of national security issues. ASPI receives funding from Australian and 
overseas Governments, industry and civil society groups for sponsorship, research and project 
support.  

ASPI's independent analysis, research and conclusions are essential elements for any sponsor to 
understand. Our independence is critical to our work and reputation and has been demonstrated by 
our work for almost twenty years of active research, publishing and commentary. 

Funding source Amount % of total 

Department of Defence core funding          $4,000,000.00  39% 

Federal Government agencies  $3,080,841.27 30% 

State and Territory Government Agencies  $121,525.00 1% 

Overseas Government Agencies $1,891,206.43 18% 

Defence Industries $200,834.01 2% 

Private sector  $926,486.15 9% 

Civil Society and Universities $151,533.26 1% 

Total $10,372,426.12  

https://www.aspi.org.au/about-aspi/funding
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Unaudited FY2019-2020. Updated: 31 July 2020 

 

Operating environment 

As an independent and non-partisan think tank, ASPI is unique in Australia. While a number of other 
think tanks operate in the strategic policy and national interest sphere, ASPI’s positioning as a 
trusted but independent organisation with close connections to government and other key 
stakeholders, such as the Australian Parliament, the Australian Public Service, the media and 
industry, means it is well placed for success. 

ASPI attracts highly credentialed and respected staff but must continue to compete with other 
organisations that operate in similar subject areas. 

We place a premium on the production of high-quality, empirical, independent and policy-relevant 
research, often driven by customer demands. A strong reputation for quality, independence and 
timeliness of advice is critical for ASPI’s future existence. 

Staff and Visiting Fellows do most of ASPI’s research and analysis. However, contracts are 
established with other experts in their fields to undertake research or prepare publications on 
particular topics. For example, contributions to The Strategist, come from a range of authors, 
including ASPI staff and Fellows. 

Risk oversight and management 

The two most significant risks facing ASPI are that its independence and non-partisan approach are 
called into question or that the quality of its research and analysis diminishes. The manifestation of 
either risk may lead to a loss of confidence in our work and damage our reputation. If that were to 
happen, Australian Government departments and agencies might decide to withdraw or significantly 
reduce funding. 

39%

30%

1%

18%

2%
9% 1%

ASPI Source of Revenue FY 2019-2020*

Department of Defence core funding

Federal Government agencies
State and Territory Government Agencies

Overseas Government Agencies
Defence Industries
Private sector
Civil Society and Universities
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ASPI has in place a stringent editorial and communication processes and procedures to monitor 
what staff are saying publicly, as well as a thorough evaluation process on what pieces are posted on 
The Strategist and in other ASPI publications.  Our Research Ethics Policy guides the manner in which 
research is to be conducted within ASPI, and research contributors are required to conduct research 
in a way that does not compromise our high standards. 

The ASPI Council and our independent Audit and Risk Committee are responsible for ensuring that a 
range of policies and tools are developed, implemented and regularly reviewed so that the institute 
is soundly governed. ASPI’s approach to managing risk draws on a range of legislation, policies and 
guidance on risk management. The most significant piece of governance legislation is the Public 
Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013.  

Our independence is demonstrated every day in the content of ASPI's research and public comment. 
The reality and perception of the institute's independence must be guarded, but it builds on a 
reputation for demonstrably meeting this requirement over the past 19 years. 

Workplace resilience 

The disruption caused by the Covid-19 Pandemic challenged the underlying assumptions of ASPI’s 
business model and provided an opportunity to reimagine the ASPI of the future. ASPI successfully 
adapted and reorientated its core functions while still delivering services and products via new 
virtual platforms during the Covid-19 lockdown. 

The current degree of uncertainty about future disruptions poses widespread challenges for ASPI; 
however, future operations will include business systems and modes of operations that will be 
flexible and will bend with future disruptions, not snap and fail. 

A strategy that takes into account lessons learnt from the pandemic and how we work, live and 
connect after Covid-19 is key to our workforce resilience. This will ensure that ASPI is ready for any 
future disruption to business.  

Performance  

A report on our performance against the objectives and measures is tabled quarterly at Council 
meetings.  

Notwithstanding Covid-19,  we expect growth over the next four years at least as significant as we 
have had in the last four years and will achieve it through new sponsorship and program funding, as 
well as by expanding our commercial offering of training programs, ticketed events and online 
activities. 

ASPI has identified five objectives, measures and targets to be monitored during the period of this 
Corporate Plan. For the first time, the Corporate Plan has included a new category in our objectives, 
called ‘stretch targets’. This aims to give our staff measurable benchmarks of performance to keep 
the team focused on expanding and improving the work of the institute. 
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Objective 1 Conducting research and publishing relevant outputs 

ASPI informs the public by publishing information and analysis on a full range of strategic, defence and 
nation security issues that bear on the choices facing Australia over coming years. 

Measurement   number and type of publications and Strategist articles produced by ASPI. 

 maintaining ASPI’s excellence for delivering high quality, impactful and relevant 
security policy analysis of strategic, defence and national security issues  

Targets Achieve year on year increases in the number of publications in each of the below 
categories, while maintaining our excellence in independent empirical and timely 
research. 

 ASPI Strategist articles 

 ASPI reports 

 ASPI books 

 Publication of articles in external policy journals 

 Chapters in edited volumes (external) 

 Speaking at external academic conferences 

 Speaking at external policy conferences 

 

Stretch target Publish in a prominent international journal (i.e. Foreign Affairs) and/or newspaper of 
note e.g. New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Der Spielel 

Objective 2 Provide government with an alternative source of strategic policy ideas and advice 

ASPI is a source of new ideas and innovative solutions for Government, both through our published work, 
and through policy analyses specifically commissioned by Government. 

Measurement   participation in government advisory committees and expert panels 

 citations in official government documents and speeches 

 reacting to government and industry demands  

Target Grow ASPI’s Government non-core funding by 5%annually. 

Achieve and maintain the number one position among Australian think tanks and centres 
as an alternative source of ideas and advice as measured by: 

 participation in government advisory committees and expert panels 

 citation in official government documents and speeches 

 anecdotal feedback from Government officials 

Stretch Target Grow ASPI’s funding by 15% to support additional people, research and activities by 
increasing long term sponsorship funding. 
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Objective 3 Stimulate public discussion on key aspects of defence and security policy 

ASPI is one of the most authoritative and widely quoted contributors to public discussion, prompting debate 
on strategic policy issues in Australia.  

ASPI informs the public by hosting several events year open to the public and through readily accessible 
online material on ASPI’s website including opinion pieces, reports, podcasts and the Strategist. 

Measurement   number and range of ASPI public events 

 published opinion pieces 

 media coverage by ASPI experts contributing to the national debate 

 website, online commentary and social media usage 

Target Achieve and maintain the leading public profile as measured by media analysis: 

 opinion pieces published in the Australian, The Age/SMH and the Australian 
Financial Review 

 Television and radio interviews 

 

30% Increase in followers from the previous financial year across the full range of ASPI 
Social media platforms: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube.  

 

Increase 5% the number of public participation in live ASPI events as measured by on-
line and in person participation. 

 

Stretch Target Use new technologies to create additional platforms for communication.  

Objective 4 Promote international understanding 

ASPI strengthens links with overseas think tanks to inform the international community of Australia’s 
strategic and defence policy. ASPI is a highly sought-after contributor and presenter at international events. 

Measurement   ranking in University of Pennsylvania’s Global Go To Think Tank Index 

 accepted invitations to speak at prestigious international conferences 

 links with overseas think tanks 

 participation in and hosting of international dialogues. 

Target Maintain the number one ranking Australian think tank in the category of Defence 
Strategy in the University of Pennsylvania Global Go To Think Tank Index. 

Strengthen and broaden participation in dialogues; specifically, in the SEA region. 

Stretch Target Open an ASPI office in Washington D.C. 

Objective 5 Develop expertise 
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ASPI is committed to fostering the next generation of strategic policy thinkers and continues to play an 
active role in professional development for government clients. 

Measurement   number of interns whom ASPI supports 

 published pieces by interns 

 participants in ASPI Professional Development courses 

Target Grow the number of interns from 4 per year to 5 by collaborating with key stakeholders 
for sponsorship opportunities. 

Consult with indigenous and culturally linguistically diverse communities to attract 
interns. 

Develop alternate modes of delivery for ASPI PD courses to attract greater participation 

Stretch Target Widen the pool for intern recruitment beyond the ASPI regular audience and channels 
for advertising and grow the number of interns to 6 by securing sponsorship.  

 

Research program areas 

To achieve our objectives, ASPI research staff operate in program areas that belong to either: 

 Defence, Strategy and National Security  

 International Cyber Policy Centre 

 Professional Development 

While each program area plans for its work to be completed throughout the year, ASPI’s product 
must also be relevant and timely. Therefore, some of our work can be a direct response to national 
and international events, such as terrorist attacks, cyber-attacks or natural disasters. 

Women in Defence and Security Network (WDSN) 

Established in October 2014, the WDSN’s primary aim is to 
provide a forum to support the career development of 
women in the defence and security community in 
Australia, and to facilitate critical discussion around issues 
related to women’s participation and gender perspectives 
in the context of defence, national security and foreign 
policy.   

The importance of female participation and leadership in 
the defence and security sector has been recognised 
across government and the private sector. The 2016 

Defence White Paper recognised that ‘Gender equality and increasing female participation in the 
Defence workforce and in senior leadership roles is fundamental to achieving Defence capability 
now and into the future’. Similarly, DFAT’s Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment Strategy 
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(2016) ‘defines gender equality and women’s empowerment as a priority in Australia’s foreign 
policy, economic diplomacy and development program’. And private sector leaders have increasingly 
recognised the importance of women’s leadership and participation as essential to the success of 
their businesses. 

Interest in WDSN has continued to grow in the last year, with a focus on events examining 
developments in research and policy that relate to WPS and women’s participation in the defence 
and national security sector. Unfortunately, the situation with Covid-19 meant we had to put 
planned events on-hold, including planned speed mentoring events across Australia. In place of 
speed mentoring, we hosted a virtual careers panel which was attended by over 250 guests, with the 
next panel event now open for registration.  

Since the creation of WDSN, the network has built a subscribers list of over 3500, a number we 
intend to grow. Given the disruption of Covid-19 to WDSN events, we are currently focused on 
building the network’s digital presence and reach to increase engagement with its members. We are 
also exploring sponsorship opportunities to support the network and further establish WDSN as a 
key part of ASPI’s work. 

In the last year WDSN has continued to establish its presence on social media, using both Twitter 
and Facebook. The WDSN Twitter account has 926 followers and the Facebook page 1184 followers. 
During this time, the WDSN profiled six emerging, mid-level and senior career women. 

Engagement in WDSN is complemented by the activities of ASPI’s Women Peace and Security (WPS) 
projects and research, including the WPS series in The Strategist. 

Defence, Strategy and National Security Programs 

Defence Strategy and Capability Program 

The Defence and Strategy Program analyses strategic trends and the role of military force, including: 

 changes in Australia’s strategic environment and implications for Australian defence strategy, 
policy, relationships, capability and operations 

 the role of the military and wider Defence organisation in shaping Australia’s security 
environment,   

 use of militaries ‘below the threshold of armed conflict’ to achieve strategic gains, and how 
Australia might both act and respond in this grey zone  

 emerging technologies and their impact – positively and negatively – on Australia’s security and 
defence capability 

 the strategic and force structure impacts of economic, demographic, environmental and other 
trends – including the demands on Defence to respond to domestic and regional disasters and 
events. 
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It also analyses the capability of the ADF through all stages of the capability life cycle, including: 

 identifying requirements for future capability 

 analysing competing options for materiel solutions 

 assessing implementation of the Force Structure Plan 

 assessing Defence’s ability to sustain forces in conflict 

 exploring issues related to ADF personnel matters, including recruitment, retention and training 

 assessing ADF capability against regional militaries. 

The program also analyses the management of the Department of Defence and assesses Australia’s 
defence budgets and the wider range of activities required to produce and support the ADF’s 
capabilities. This includes: 

 defence funding over both the short and the long terms 

 policies and capabilities of the defence industry 

 project management strategies 

 defence economic trends, especially as they apply to materiel. 

Four interlinked programs combine to provide comprehensive coverage of national security issues. A 
modern approach to national security must be designed to respond to major security issues as they 
affect citizens, rather than just the institutions of the state. 

International Program 

ASPI’s International Program explores some of the challenges and opportunities for Australia as they 
relate to maintaining international peace and security. The program also contributes to broader 
research efforts on multilateral security issues. 

The International Program has three main aims: 

 Deepen understanding within Australia and internationally of global security issues and 
multilateral peace operations. 

 Facilitate engagement among key stakeholders in government, the private sector and civil 
society on issues relating to international peace and security. 

 Provide policy advice on emerging challenges and opportunities for Australia to contribute to 
efforts to maintain international peace and security. 

Counter-Terrorism Program 

The Counter-Terrorism Program has three key purposes: 
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 undertakes research across the spectrum of counter-terrorism topics, facilitates dialogue and 

innovation amongst stakeholders, and provides high quality strategic advice to government, 
community and industry stakeholders in relation to counter terrorism 

 provides opportunities for researchers to share expertise through publication of research, 

public policy analysis and recommendation of innovative policy advice to government in 
respect of the global threat of terrorism 

 facilitates collaboration between government, private sector entities, non-government 
organisations and academia through regular counter-terrorism dialogues focusing on the 

nature, causes and possible treatments for extremist radicalisation in society. 

To achieve these goals, the centre will continue to establish itself as the leading think tank authority 
on national security, terrorism and counter-terrorism in Australia. 

The North and Australia’s Security & Strategic Policing and Law Enforcement Program   

Established in 2019, the North and Australia’s Security Program has developed a sustained research 
focus on the security of Australia’s north and the north’s critical role in contributing to the broader 
security of Australia. In doing so it has actively promoted public policy discourse on the role of the 
North in National Security. 

The aim of the program is to: 

 Maintain a strong public policy focus on the role of the north in the broader security of 

Australia at a time when strategic circumstances are driving new policy thinking in Canberra. 

 Develop further public policy discourse on developing a modernised way of thinking about 

the north and security by updating strategic frameworks that remain anchored in the 1980’s 

‘defence of Australia’ context. 

 Promote a northern lens in broader discussions of national security interests beyond 

Defence – encompassing Home Affairs, border and customs, space, cyber and bio-security 

and energy security. 

 Explore the north’s interest in the wider context of wider Asia-Pacific security and look for 

positive regional and alliance engagement opportunities. 

 Make a strong contribution to NT’s role in the Ministerial Forum on Northern Development. 

ASPI’s Strategic Policing and Law Enforcement Program examines the contribution of law 
enforcement to national security and to broader strategic policy. The main products of the program 
include analysis and policy recommendations. 

The program has three main aims: 

 Understand the link between law enforcement issues and national security concerns. 

 Explain the contribution of law enforcement agencies to Australia’s international strategic 
objectives. 

 Help law enforcement agencies position themselves for the future. 
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The Strategist 

The Strategist is ASPI’s online commentary and analysis site and aims to provide fresh ideas on 
Australia’s critical defence and strategic policy choices. It also aims to encourage and facilitate 
discussion and debate among the strategy community and Australian public. The views expressed on 
The Strategist are those of the individual authors and do not represent the views of ASPI or the 
institutions to which the authors are attached. 

International Cyber Policy Centre 

ASPI’s International Cyber Policy Centre (ICPC) focuses on the growing importance of cyber-related 
issues for broader strategic policy. ICPC brings together the various Australian Government 
departments with responsibilities for cyber issues and a range of private-sector partners and 
creative thinkers to help Australia create constructive cyber policies for application at home and 
abroad. 

The centre aims to facilitate conversations between governments, the private sector and academia 
across the Asia–Pacific region to increase constructive dialogue on cyber issues and do its part to 
create a common understanding of problems and possible solutions in cyberspace. 

ICPC has four key aims: 

 Lift the level of Australian and Asia–Pacific public understanding and debate on cybersecurity. 

 Provide a focus for developing innovative and high-quality public policy on cyber issues. 

 Facilitate Track 1.5 and Track 2 dialogues on cyber issues in the Asia–Pacific region. 

 Link different levels of government, business and the public in a sustained dialogue on 
cybersecurity. 

ASPI Professional Development 

ASPI Professional Development draws upon ASPI’s reputation, broad research focus and ability to 
call upon Australia and the world’s leading experts to deliver a unique capability designed to build 
Australia’s capacity for strategic policy excellence. We identify and address gaps in leadership 
capability and provide advice in developing and implementing complex multi-agency policies.  

We design, develop and deliver professional development programs to the highest levels of federal, 
state and territory governments and their departments and agencies. Our programs are short, 
intense and highly interactive, fostering close engagement between facilitators, expert presenters 
and participants to explore current and emerging policy challenges and build effective policy making 
and strategic analysis skills.   

Our development approach is intense and highly interactive, fostering close engagement between 
stakeholders and experts to explore current and emerging policy challenges. We utilise scenarios, 
case studies, simulations, and desk top exercises which actively engage participants in addressing 
real-world complex and multi-faceted strategic policy and operational issues; providing opportunity 
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for participants to directly develop and apply a range of strategic policy skills, bringing context and 
meaning to learning objectives, and ensuring relevance for their current and future roles. 

The Sydney Dialogue 

ASPI is seeking to establish the world’s premier summit focused on emerging critical and cyber 
technologies. Modelled on Singapore’s Shangri-La Dialogue, this annual high-level dialogue will fill an 
important gap for political leaders, senior policymakers, industry and civil society groups. 

The dialogue will provide a unique and influential platform for Australia to position itself as a 
thought leader and global convener in a crucial policy area. An area that needs inclusive dialogue 
and global collaboration, between government and non-government sectors. The inaugural Sydney 
Dialogue will be conducted in 2021. 

Government has agreed significant funding for the Dialogue, the details of which are currently being 
finalised. 

 

 ‘Peter and his team are critically important contributors to our national defence and also to 
our security dialogue’.  

Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds, Minister for Defence, 2 July 2020 


